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ABSTRACT 

A digital computer model of a Costas loop has been 

employed to study the effects of Gaussian noise and 

continuous-wave interference on the detection of biphase 

modulated signals. The dependence of bit-error proba

bility, mean-square error between input and output, 

phase-error variance and threshold on signal-to-Gaussian

noise power ratio, interference-to-Gaussian-noise power 

ratio and frequency offset of the interference have been 

investigated and compared with previously obtained 

experimental results. The model has been verified for 

its accuracy in the case of no noise and when Gaussian 

noise is present at its input. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A numerical technique for conducting statistical 

sampling experiments on a model of a system to obtain 

a probabilistic approximation to the behavior of the 

system is called Monte Carlo simulation. The model of 

the system must be describable in a logical and/or 

mathematical manner. In general, the simulation is 

carried on a digital computer, not because of any 

basic relationship, but because of the very large 

amount of calculations required. 

This thesis is concerned with the development of 

a digital computer model of a Costas loop demodulator 

and simulating the effects of Gaussian noise and 

continuous-wave (cw) interference on the demodulation 

of phase shift keyed (PSK) signals. Interference is 

commonly encountered in many applications of Costas 

loops, e.g., in telemetry systems where the interference 

is due to extraneous sources. The simulation technique 

consists of integrating the loop equations by using the 

Runge-Kutta method of order IV [1). 

Costas loops are similar to phase-lock loops (PLLs) 

in that both can be used to demodulate signals which are 

digitally phase modulated. The difference, however, is 

that a PLL requires carrier component to lock onto, but a 



Costas loop does not. A more complete description of 

the operation of a Costas loop will be given later. 

Because of the intractable mathematical nature of the 

problem, computer modeling appears to be one of few 

ways available for obtaining useful results. 

Digital computer simulation of PLL's in Gaussian 

2 

noise has been carried out before [2,3]. Simulation of 

PLL operation in multipath backgrounds has also been 

done previously [4], and theoretical analyses of Costas 

loops operating in Gaussian noise are also obtainable 

in the literature [5]. However, few results are avail-

able on the effects of interference on such devices. 

The performance of the Costas loop considered in 

this thesis is characterized in terms of (1) bit-error 

probability, (2) normalized mean-square error between 

input and output, {3) threshold, and (4) phase-error 

variance. Results are obtained for different values of 

{i) signal-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio, {ii) inter

ference-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio, and (iii) fre

quency offset of interference. Previously obtained 

experimental results [6] will be used to compare with 

and verify the accuracy of the simulation. 



II. DERIVATION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL 

A. Equations for Costas Loop Operation in Noise and 
Interference 

In this chapter the equations describing the 

operation of the Costas loop are derived. These 

equations will then be used to develop the computer 

model. Figure 1 shows a block diagram representation 

of a Costas loop demodulator. The equations which 
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describe the operation of the loop with signal, Gaussian 

noise, and cw interference at its input will now be 

obtained. The digital computer model consists of a 

numerical solution of these equations, as will be 

described later. 

Let y(t) be the input to the Costas loop. It con-

sists of the suppressed carrier signal, s(t), plus 

Gaussian noise, ng(t), plus cw interference, ni(t). 

y(t) can be written as 

Thus, 

y (t) = s (t) + n (t) + n. (t) 
g l 

The signal s(t) is represented as 

s(t) = 12 A m(t) 

where 

sin ( w t+e) , 
0 

(2-l) 

(2-2) 
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and 

A = constant amplitude factor, 

m(t} = modulation or signal envelope, 
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w = frequency of the carrier in radians/second, 
0 

e = random phase angle of the carrier~ 

Assuming that the noise n (t) is narrow-band, zerog 

mean, and Gaussian, it can be represented as [7] 

where n
1

(t) and n 2 (t) are statistically independent sample 

functions of a jointly stationary Gaussian process. The 

power spectral densities of n 1 (t) and n 2 (t) are N watts/ 
0 

Hz, single-sided, over the passband 0 to W/2 Hz and zero 

elsewhere, if that of n (t) is N watts/H , single-sided, 
g 0 z 

over the passband f - W/2 to f + W/2Hz (f =w /2TI) and zero 
0 0 0 0 

elsewhere. Thus, 

n 2 (t) = g 
2 2n
1 

(t) 
2 = 2n2 (t) = N W 

0 

The cw interference can be represented as 

n. (t) = /2 b Sin [ (w +6.w) t+S+cS] 
l 0 0 

= 12 b Sin (6.wt+cS )Cos (w t+e) 
0 0 

(2-4) 

+ 12 b Cos(6.wt+cS)Sin(w t+9), (2-5) 
0 0 
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where the randomly varying phase difference between the 

signal and the interference is represented as 6. 

Equation (2-5) can be written in the same form as 

Eq. (2-3), so that 

where 

and 

n. (t) = 12 n. Cos(w t+e) + 12 n. Sin(w t+e) 
l lC 0 lS 0 

n. = b Sin(Lwt + o) 
lC 0 

n. = b Cos(Lwt + o) 
lS 0 

(2-6) 

(2-7a) 

(2-7b) 

The lowpass filters LPF 1 and LPF 2 are assumed to 

have the following effects on the signal, noise, and 

interference components at points (1) and (2) in Figure 1: 

(1) The low frequency components of signal 

are passed without distortion; 

(2) The low frequency components of the noise 

are passed without distortion; 

(3) All double frequency components are 

completely rejected; 

(4) The only effect on the cw interference is 

attenuation and phase shift of its low 

frequency components in accordance with the 

filter transfer function, which is represented 

as 



where 

and 
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H ( w ) = B ( w ) e xp [ j e ( w ) ] 
1 (2-8) 

B(w) = amplitude response function of the lowpass 
filters 

e(w) =phase shift function of the lowpass filters. 

Let the output of the VCO (point (7) in Figure 1) be 

A 

v 7 (t) = 12 Cos (w
0

t + 9) (2-9) 

where w /2n is the free-running frequency of the VCO in Hz, 
0 

and e is the Costas loop's estimate of the unknown phase e. 

The output v 3 (t) of LPF 1 is the same as the low fre

quency components of the output v 1 (t) of the upper phase 

detector except that the low frequency components of inter-

ference will be attenuated and phase shifted according to 

the transfer function H(w) as defined by Eq. (2-8). Thus, 

where 

- b B(~w)Sin[~wt + o + G(~w)]Sin~ 
0 

+ b B(~w)Cos[~wt + o + G(~w)]Cos~ 
0 

is the phase-error. 

(2-10) 

(2 -11) 
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Similarly, the output of LPF 2 can be written as 

+ b0B(~w) Sin[~wt+o+G(~w)]Cos~ 

+ b0B(~w) Cos[~wt+o+G(~w)]Sin~ (2-12) 

The differential equation describing the loop is 

where 

dG(t) = 
dt Kv F(p) VS(t) 

p = d/dt is the differential operator, 

K = multiplying constant for the VCO, v 

(2 -13) 

F(p) = transfer function of the loop filter LPF 3, 

and 

v5 (t)= voltage at point (5) in Figure 1. 

From Figure 1, 

where K is the multiplier constant. 
m 

(2-14) 

In practice, the characteristics of a second order 

loop are conveniently specified in terms of its damping 

factor ~ and the natural frequency of oscillation w , or n 

the equivalent noise bandwidth, WL, of the linearized loop. 
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These parameters can be defined in terms of various loop 

and signal constants. From Eqs. (2-10) and (2-14), the 

differential equation for the linearized loop with only 

signal present at the input is 

dS = dt (S-S) ( 2-15) 

where the approximation Sin2~ ~ 2~ has been used. The 

closed loop transfer function H
0

(s) can be defined as 

the ratio of the Laplace transform of S(t) to that of 

S(t), and from Eq. (2-15), is 

where 

Y (s) 
Ho(s) = l+Y(s), 

Y(s) = K K A2 F(s)/s 
v m 

is referred to as the open loop transfer function. 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

Equation (2-17) is written under the assumption that 

m(t)=+ 1, i.e., m(t) is a binary digital sequence. 

Assuming F(s) to be the filter transfer function 

of a perfect second-order active loop, i.e., 

F(s) = 1 + a 
s J 

it can be easily shown that 

H (s) = 
0 

2 
2sW S + W n n 

(2-18) 

(2-19) 



where 
a = wn/21: 1 (2-20) 

and 

21:W = A2 K vKm • (2-21) n 

A commonly used value for the damping factor in PLL 

work is 1: = 0.707 [8]. This value for s will be used 

here. The natural frequency wn is conveniently 

specified in terms of s and the equivalent noise band-

width WL of the loop, by 

The parameter WL is defined by 

f

oo Y(f) 2 

= -oo 11+ Y (f) I 

(2-22) 

df (2-23) 

where Y(f) is given by Eq. (2-17) with s = j2ITf. 

Even for the nonlinear case, it is usually most 
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convenient to describe the second-order loop in terms of 

s and wn (or WL) which are parameters that have been 

defined for the linearized loop. When Eq. (2-13) is 

expressed in terms of s and wn, for a loop filter with 

transfer function given by Eq. (2-18) , it becomes 

d 2e d v vs 
2~:w (_2_) + 2 (-) (2-24) 

dt2 = dt w n K n K m m 



This last equation along with Equations (2-10), 

(2-12), (2-14) and (2-22) completely describes the loop 

action in terms of the desired parameters WL and s in 

response to the signal, noise and interference. 

For the purpose of numerical integration, Eq. 

11 

(2-24) can be represented as two simultaneous differential 

equations of first order [1]. If ~ = y, and z is intro-

duced as a dummy variable, Eq. (2-24) is equivalent to 

~ 2s 
vs 

= z + w (-) dt n K (2 -2 5) 
m 

and 

dz 2 v 
dt = w (_2_) 

n K (2-26) 
m 

These are the equations which are numerically integrated 

in the digital computer model of the loop. This model 

will be described in the next section. 

B. Implementation of the Loop Equations as a Computer 
Model 

The equations derived in the previous section that 

describe the Costas loop operation are first represented 

as a flow diagram to facilitate the development of the 

computer program for the model. Two such flow diagrams 

are shown in Appendices A and C. The first one is for 

the noiseless case and is a much simplified version of 
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the second one, which includes Gaussian noise and cw 

interference. The flow diagrams are presented in the 

logical form and show the major steps implemented in 

the computer program (Appendices B and D) written for 

the model. 

From the flow diagram for the model with inter

ference it will be noted that a limiter is included in 

the in-phase channel of the loop. This was done mainly 

to simulate the actual loop used to obtain the experi-

mental results which included a limiter. It stabilizes 

the loop response at high noise and interference levels. 

The results presented in the next section were 

obtained only for a few specific cases, because (i) 

only a limited number of experimental results [6) were 

available for comparison and verification of the model 

and (ii) availability of computer time was limited. 

However, the flow diagram presented in Appendix C is 

quite general and is flexible enough to allow a selection 

of loop characteristics such as amplitude response 

function B(w) of the in-phase and quadrature-phase channel 

filters (LPFl and LPF2) to the low frequency components 

of interference, the loop bandwidth WL, and the damping 

factor s· Two types of modulating signals can be 

selected, namely, a random binary sequence or periodic 

binary sequences such as a pseudo-random maximal-length 
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sequence [9]. In practice, purely random sequences with 

known properties are difficult to generate and use. 

Therefore, periodic pseudo-random sequences of finite 

length are often employed to simulate digital data. 

A normal random number generator (available in the 

Scientific Subroutine Package (SSP) memory of the computer) 

was employed to generate noise samples for the two Gaussian 

processes n 1 (t) and n 2 (t) (refer to Figure 7). The standard 

deviation for these Gaussian samples was calculated as 

follows. 

Assume a sample is taken every 

seconds, (2-27) 

where 

Tb = period of a data bit, 

and 

SPB = number of samples per bit 

Also, let the variance of each noise sample be o
2 We 

want o 2 in terms of the signal-to-Gaussian-noise ratio 

(SNR) and SPB. Let the noise bandwidth be B Hz and the 

noise power spectral density be N
0 

watts/Hz, as shown in 

Figure 2. 



Figure 2: 

Thus, 

0 

N /2 watts 
0 

B Hz 

Power Spectral Density of the Gaussian 
Sampling Processes 
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N B 
0 

(2-28) 

and, for the samples to be independent, we must sample 

at the Nyquist rate [10], or 

(2-29) 

Substituting for B in Equation (2-28) from Equation (2-29) 

we obtain 
N 

0 (2-30) 

The signal-to-Gaussian noise ratio is defined 

as 

SNR = 
N 

0 
I (2-31) 

where the noise power is measured in a bit-rate bandwidth 

fb = 1/Tb. 

obtain 

From Equations (2-27), (2-30) and (2-31) we 

SPB (2-32a) 
2 x SNR 
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where A= 1 for convenience (i.e., all power levels 

are normalized to the power in the signal) . Thus, the 

standard deviation a of each noise sample is 

a = (
2 

SPB )l/2 
x SNR (2-32b) 

The filters LPF l and LPF 2 were assumed to be a 

cascade of two one-pole lowpass stages, having an ampli-

tude response function 

B(f) = l 

where a is the cut-off frequency of the filter. 

From Equation (2-5), the interference power 

(2-33) 

is b 2 . 
0 

However, the signal power has been assumed to be unity 

(for convenience), so the amplitude b of the cw intero 

ference can be calculated for the model as 

= 

= 

or 

Interference Power 

Interference Power 
Signal Power 

( INR) l/2 
SNR 

= INR 
SNR (2-34a) 

(2-34b) 
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The relations derived in this section were employed 

to calculate different parameters for the computer model 

from the given values of the standard parameters s, WL, 

INR, SNR, ~f, fb' etc. for the Costas loop. 
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III. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL AND RESULTS 

Once the computer model was obtained, its validity 

and accuracy were tested by comparing simulation results 

with known theoretical results for loop operation under 

various conditions but without cw interference. The 

effects of cw interference on Costas loop operation were 

then studied for a few specific cases by using the 

model. 

A. Verification of Model 

The major steps taken in verifying the accuracy of 

the digital computer model of a Costas loop operating in 

interference were the following: 

l. Selection of a proper method for solving the 
differential equation of the Costas loop 

Before adopting the Runge-Kutta method of order 

IV for the differential equation of the loop, the RKGS 

and HPCG subroutines available in the.SSP memory of the 

computer were first used. Neither of these methods were 

suitable,as in trying to satisfy a specified error, they 

have the inherent tendency to reduce the step size. This 

in turn, made it impossible to calculate the standard 

deviation of the Gaussian-noise samples used to simulate 
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n 1 (t) and n 2 (t) from the known signal-to-Gaussian-noise 

ratio, because of the resulting unknown number of samples 

used per bit. The Runge-Kutta method of order IV for 

solving two simultaneous differential equations of first 

order [1] with a fixed size integration (i.e. sampling) 

interval, h, was then used and found acceptable. 

2. Testing the model for transient response under 
noiseless conditions 

Testing of the model for transient response was 

accomplished for two inputs, namely, signal with initial 

frequency offset from the VCO frequency, and an input 

signal with increasing frequency offset. 

Case 1: Constant Frequency Offset 

For the constant frequency offset case, the input 

signal is 

where 

s (t) =12 Am(t) Cos (w t + 8) 
0 

e = Slt u(t) 

(3-1) 

(3-2) 

That is, the initial frequency offset of the signal is 

Sl radians/second from the initial frequency of the VCO. 

With small phase error and for no noise and inter-

ference, Eqs. (2-10), (2-12) and (2-14) simplify to 

v 5 (t) 

K 
rn 

= ~ Sin 2~ "' ~ , ( 3-3) 



when A= 1 (assumed for convenience)~ 

Substituting into Eq. (2-24) and solving for the phase 

error~ we get, for ~ = 0.707, 

~ (t) = 12 w 
n 

w w 
e xp (- 2!.t) Sin ( __!!_ t ) u ( t ) . 

12 ~2 
(3-4) 

Linear operation of the loop imposes the condition that 

!~maxl<<l radian. 

this requires 

It can be shown that in terms of D 

(3-5) 

for the damping factor used. 
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A plot of phase error, ~' versus time, as obtained 

from Eq. (3-4), is shown in Figure 3. The phase error 

obtained from the computer model is also shown. For 

D=lO and WL=lOO, the condition of linearity is satisfied 

and the two plots coincide exactly. This indicates that 

the basic computer model is accurate for noiseless inputs. 

Also shown in Figure 3 is the response of the model for 

D=200, which shows the deviation from linearity when a 

value of D is used that does not satisfy the inequality 

in Eq. (3-5). 

Case 2. Linearly increasing frequency 

The phase of the carrier for a linearly increasing 

frequency is 
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(3-6) 

The solution of the linearized differential equation of 

the loop for this input phase is 

~ ( t) 
w t w D ;- n n TI = --2 [1- v2 exp (.---)Cos(- t - -)] 

wn 12 12 4 (3-7) 

and the condition of linearity, l~maxl<<l, leads to 

D<< 8/9 WL
2 

(3-8) 

for 1:; = 0.707. 

A comparison of ~(t) calculated from the linearized dif-

ferential equation with ~(t) obtained from the computer 

model is given in Fig. 4 for two values of D. For D=lO, 

the condition for linearity, Eq. (3-8), is satisfied, 

while for D=lOOOO, the model is operating in the non-

linear region. Again, as in the previous case, the plot 

obtained from the linearized solution coincides exactly 

with the response of the model as long as condition for 

linearity is satisfied. This further verifies the 

accuracy of the model under noiseless conditions. 

3. Selection of proper seeds for the random Gaussian 
number generators 

Seed for a random number generator is a number to 

be specified and used as a starting point in generating 

the random number sequence. Proper selection of seeds 
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for the random number generators had a significant 

influence on the number of replications of the simu-

lation model required to reach steady state conditions. 

Good seeds were selected by trial and error. The 

sample mean and standard deviation of the output of the 

Gaussian random number generator used to generate the 

noise samples were plotted against the number of 

iterations. The two seeds selected for generating 

n 1 (t) and n 2 (t) were the ones that generated processes 

for which the mean and the standard deviation settled 

down to their nominal values in minimum number of 

iterations. Example of the effect of seed selection 

is given in Fig. 5. 

4. Selecting the number of initial bits which could 
be considered as the transient response of the 
model 

The initial bits that constitute the transient 

response of the model are omitted from the calculation 

' of bit-error probability, mean-square error, cycle-skips, 

etc. to allow the transient response of the model to die 

out. The number of bits omitted was selected in con-

junction with step 3 above, and for the parameters and 

bit-rates chosen was about 200 bits, as can be seen from 

Fig. 5. 



0.05 

t 
0.04 

I I I \ ~ example of good seed (123456789) 
0.03 

'Is, II I r \~ example of bad seed (987654321) 

lH 0.02 0 

t:: 
rd 
OJ 0.01 s 
(J) 

::s 
0 0 ::s 
t:: I 100 \2JJO\ JOO 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 ·ri 
.w 
§ - 0. 01 
0 

-o.o2 I Number of bits ... 

-0.03 

- 0. 0 4 

- 0. 0 5 

Figure 5: Example of the Effect of Seed Selection 

1\) 

~ 
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5. Testing the model when Gaussian noise is present 

The model was run for signal-to-noise power ratios 

(noise referred to a bit-rate bandwidth) of 0,1,2,3 and 

4 decibels (SNRDB=O,l,2,3 and 4). The bit-error proba-

bility PE obtained from the model was compared with the 

theoretical values obtained by Didday and Lindsey [5] 

for a first-order Costas loop (i.e., where LPF3, shown 

in Figure 1 is absent) . This comparison is shown in 

Table 1. 

The phase-error variance is one more yardstick to 

test the model. The variance 2 
a~ of the phase-error was 

obtained from the model and compared with the theoreti-

cal results calculated from a linearized analysis of 

the loop. It has been shown [5] that for high signal-

to-noise power ratios the following approximate relation 

holds: 

2 
a~ 

1 
[sNRBR 

1 
(3-9) + 2(SNRBR) 2 J 

where SNRBR is the signal-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio 

in a bit-rate bandwidth. . b 2 A comparlson etween a~ 

obtained from the computer model and the corresponding 

values for a linearized model given by Eq. (3-9) is 

presented in Table 2. This was done for SNRDB=7,8, and 

9dB. 



Table 1: Bit-Error Probability vs SNRDB* 

PE 

SNRDB Theoretical Model + 
(with limiter) 

0 0.078 0.099 

1 0.055 0.076 

2 0. 0 35 0.041 

3 0.022 0.024 

4 0. 010 0.012 

* Signal-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio measured in a 
bit-rate bandwidth and expressed in decibels. 
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+ A step-limiter was introduced in the in-phase channel 
of the Costas loop 

Table 2: Phase-Error Variance vs SNRDB 

0 2 
~ 

SNRDB Theoretical Model 

with without 
limiter limiter 

7 0.00219 0.00295 0.00236 

8 0.00171 0.00161 0.00167 

9 0.00134 0.00118 0. 0 0120 
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The mean of the phase-error is expected to be 

zero because of a zero mean assumed for the Gaussian 

noise. The values obtained from the computer model 

were very small, but not quite equal to zero. The 

reason for this is discussed in the next chapter. 

Threshold can be defined as the signal-to-noise 

ratio at which a loop looses lock which is more or 

less arbitrarily defined. 

An arbitrary method of determining the occurrence 

of loss of lock in the computer model is used. Each 

time the absolute value of the phase-error ~ exceeds 

the threshold value, TI/4 radian, a cycle-skip results 

and is noted. A count is also kept of the number of 

cycle-skips in every ten consecutive input bits, and 

a loss of lock is said to occur when this count 

exceeds the value five. The value of the SNR for which 

this occurs is defined as the threshold value for the 

model. Also note that after a cycle-skip has been 

registered, the conditions in the loop (model) are 

initialized to those at time t=O second. 

It has been suggested [5) that threshold occurs in 

2 
a Costas loop at a~ ~1/8. With W/WL=lOO in Eq. (3-9), 

the value used in the model, a threshold of -9.2 dB 

results (measured in a bit-rate bandwidth) . 



I Model 
SPB* (without limiter) Theoretical Experimental 

10 -lOdB+ 

-9. 2dB -7dB 

20 -9dB 

* SPB - Noise samples taken per bit 

+ Signal-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio (measured in a bit-rate 
bandwidth) expressed in decibels. 

Table 3: Threshold Results for Costas Loop 

I 

N 
00 



Threshold obtained from the model is compared 

with this value and the previously obtained experimen

tal value, in Table 3. 

Results were also obtained for phase-error 

variance for the case when a limiter was inserted in 

the in-phase channel of the loop. These results are 

included in Table 2 and conclusions drawn in the next 

chapter. The limiting process has an interesting 

effect on the threshold. This is discussed in the 

next chapter. 
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The effect on the threshold of varying the number 

of samples per input bit was also investigated. The 

results are included in Table 3 and the comments follow 

in the next chapter. 

B. Results for interference backgrounds 

The final step was to obtain results for cw inter

ference once the model was tested and verified (steps l 

through 5}. 

Bit-error probability and normalized mean-square 

error between input and output were computed for dif

ferent signal-to-Gaussian-noise power ratios, interference

to-Gaussian noise power ratios and frequency offsets of the 

interference. These are compared with previously obtained 

experimental results in Tables 4 and 5. 



SNRDB 

7 

8 

9 

Notes: 

llf=lOKHz flf=SKHz flf=O 

INRDB Experimental Model Experimental Model Experimental Model 

0 

3 

6 

0 

3 

6 

0 

3 

6 

INRDB 
llf 

MSE 

lv1SE MSE MSE MSE MSE MSE 

0.140 0.166 0.160 0.168 0.220 0.187 

0 .140 0.16 7 0.190 0.171 0.340 0.187 

0.155 0.170 0. 2 30 0.175 Lock 0.215 Lost 

0.120 0.136 0.130 0.137 0.160 o. 15 o I 

0.120 0.136 0.150 0.141 0.220 0.162 

0.125 0.137 0.170 0.170 Lock 0.179 Lost 

0.100 0.108 0.105 0.110 0.140 0.116 

0.100 0.108 0.130 0.111 0.175 0.124 

0.105 0.109 0.150 0.123 0.330 0.153 
----- ~-

,_ - ~--······ ·-

= cw interference-to-Gaussian-noise power ratio (in decibels) 
= frequency-offset of interference from the carrier frequency f Hz 
= normalized mean-square error between input and output 

0 

Table 4: Summary of Results for MSE in Presence of cw Interference 

w 
0 



llf=lOKH l1f=5KH llf=O z z 

SNRDB INRDB Experimental Model Experimental Model Experimental 
! p'li' P-p PF. PE p'R 

0 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.010 
I 

7 3 0.002 0.001 0.0025 0.001 0.037 

6 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.002 Lock 
Lost 

0 0.0005 0.001 0.0006 0.001 0.005 

8 3 0.0005 0.0 0.0009 0.001 0. 015 

6 0.0005 0.0 0.001 0.002 Lock 
Lost 

0 0.001 0.0 0.0002 0.0 0.002 

9 3 0.001 0.0 0.0003 0.0 0.007 

6 0.0001 0.0 0.0004 0.0 0. 0 30 

Table 5: Summary of Results for PE in Presence of cw Interference 

Model 
PF. 

0.021 

0.032 

0.070 

0.004 

0.009 

0.042 

0.0 

0.005 

0. 0 32 

I 

I 

w 
1-' 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

From the results presented in the previous chapter, 

the following comments can be made and conclusions drawn: 

A. For the ideal noiseless case, the transient response 

(Figs. 3 and 4) of the model coincided closely with 

the analytically calculated response of the linearized 

(Sin2~~2~) loop, when the conditions of linearity 

were satisfied. This verified the accuracy of the 

computer model for noiseless conditions. 

B. Selection of seeds for the random number generators 

(subroutine GAUSS in the computer program shown in 

Appendix D) had a significant influence on the 

length of the initial transient response of the 

2 model and on the values for PE and a~ calculated 

from the model. A bad seed had the effect of 

increasing the PE and cr~2 beyond the values expected 

theoretically, while a good seed tended to produce 

more acceptable values for these quantities. 

C. For the Gaussian noise case, the PE calculated from 

the model was always higher than the theoretically 

calculated values (Table 1). This can be attributed 



to (i) the theoretical values used for comparison 

are for a first-order Costas loop (i.e. when LPF 3 
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shown in Figure 1 is absent) while the model is for 

the second-order Costas loop, and (ii) for the 

number of noise samples used in the model, the 

noise may not have been perfectly Gaussian in 

character. Also, the two noise processes n 1 (t) and 

n 2 (t) were not truly independent statistically, as 

they should be. 

D. For high signal-to-Gaussian-noise ratios (SNRDB= 

7,8, and 9), the introduction of a limiter in the 

in-phase channel of the loop (model) did not have 

2 any noticeable effect on the values of 0¢ (Table 2). 

With or without a limiter, the values of 0¢
2 

cal

culated from the model, compared favorably with 

the theoretical values calculated from Eq. (3-9) which 

holds for high signal-to-noise ratios. 

E. Without a limiter in the in-phase channel, the 

value obtained for the threshold was close to the 

theoretically predicted value in the presence of 

Gaussian noise alone. Increasing the number of 

noise samples per bit had the interesting effect 

of raising the threshold. However, the most 
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interesting result found was that the limiter in 

the in-phase channel o£ the loop had the effect 

of stabilizing the loop near threshold and as a 

result, the loop did not go out of lock even at 

-lldB (SNRDB) and had only 4 cycle-skips in 800 bits. 

F. The results obtained for the cw interference were 

compared only with previously obtained experimental 

results. No theoretical results are available in 

the literature for the performance of Costas loops 

operating in cw interference. From the majority of the 

results obtained for the MSE (Table 4) it can be con

cluded that the effects of interference as obtained 

with the model were much less severe than shown by the 

corresponding experimental results. Possible ex-

planations for this are: (i) measurement error in 

obtaining the experimental results; (ii) inadequate 

representation o£ the cw interference in the model. 

However, no such conclusion could be made from the 

results for the PE. For the very low values of PE 

corresponding to high SNRDB's, the model did not employ 

a sufficient number of bits for good accuracy. Only 

lOOO bits were used due to limited availability of 

computer time. 
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APPENDIX A 

FLOW DIAGRAM - NOISELESS CASE 



Define Eqs. (2-25) 
and (2-26) to be 
solved for and z 

Calculate wn, Tb' 

H 

IJ = SPB*Bits 

D = 10 
m ( t) = 1 

DO 3 
I=l, IJ 

e 1 Dt 2 = 2 

~(t)=S-y 

Solve for y and z 
using Runge-Kutta 
method of order IV 
with integration 

Calculate +<t) for 
linearized loop from 
Eq. (3-7) · 

NO 

39 

YES 

Generate another' 
random binary 
digital input 
m(t) for the next 
bit (+1) 

3 
CONTINUE 

Figure 6: Flow Diagram 
for Computer 
Model -
Noiseless Case 2 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPUTER PROGRAM - NOISELESS CASE 



'FbRfQ ~ N --j v·GtE'V EL--n~ M~IN n~TE = 7013? 22/46/36 

( c 
c 
c 
c 

Cfli<1DUTER PROGRM-1 FtW DIGITAL SIMULATION OF COSTAS LOOP OPERATION 

C CASF. OF llNEAPLY INCRE.ASP<G FREQllfNCY AT THE INPUT 
r . c-· ·-p-y-·-stfJ°FS.THE-V~LUE OF PHI AT THE fND nF EACH RIT, TPHI STORFS THE 

( 0001 
C THEORATIC~LLY Cf\LCULATtn Vf.ILUF OF PHl AT THE F~IO OF EACH ~IT 

Df~fNSION Pl(?00),TPHlf200} 
c 
c 
c 

DIFFER~NTIAL EQU~TIO~S OF THF COST~S LOOP 
=9, Z- OU~MY VARI,02LE INTROOUCFD 

. 0002 
L.OO'J1 ... 
i 

Ot:FINE THr:TWfl SIMULTAN!:CU5 
T - TIME IN SFCONnS, Y 

f1(T,Y,l)=l+2.*Z~TA*WN*V5 
...... ___ .G_lLL_Y..d.l:Jili..thK * VS 

c 
C ZFTA- nA~PJNG FACTfR, Wl - EQUIV~LENT NOISE BANDWIDTH ! 

C WN - t-.J~TURAL fRH)IJf"'lCY, WI - INPUT <;IGNAL B!\N!":WIDTH 
C FB - BIT-OATE HANOWIOTH, TB- PFRIOO OF AN INPUT RIT 
C SPR - GAUSSIAN-~nrsF SAMPLES TQKEN PER BIT, RITS -
C TOThL NU~BER GF HITS CnNSIDEPFO, H - INTEG~ftTION AND 
C SA~DLTNG fNTfDV~L, SA~PLF - TnTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES 

-------···- . ____ c_____ -_MOllUL~ ll N G D I G I T ,0. L S I G N .~ L 
( 

0004 ZETA=0.707 
oon5 DI=3.1416 
0006 WL=200 •. 
0007 ~~=4.*ZFTA*WL/(1.+4.*7FTA**2l 
000~ WI=lOOOO. 
ooog FR=~I/? • 

. .. no 10 . __ . . . . . _ ---· _._ .. J B = . .La./ F-'-B.~.--_. 
0011 ~PR=20. 
0012 NSPH=SDq 
0 0 1 1 !3 I T S= ? 0 0. 
0014 NY,\X=RtTS 
0015 H=TR/SPA 

, 0016 ~A~PLI:=SPB*RITc:; 
0017 IJ=SAMPl r: . 

_D.QL8 _________________ _L~LL.P£NPC51lLYMIH T A A.J/\ Y. ~, 12, ll -~------- ---· .. . . ..... ···-··-
~ 

1-' 



0019 

c 
c n - PATF OF tNCPEAS~ 1~ THE INPUT FRfCUENCY (Hl/SECl 

n=to. 
c 
c 
c 

-r)n-Ionn FOR Twn VAlUES nr:: 0 (0 = 10, CONDITION 0~ l.lNEARJTY 
Sf\TISFIF-0 ; A~D n = 10000, NUNLINFhR CASf:) 

0020 

oo?I 
0022 

' 0023 
_ OQZ4 

0025 
00?6 

c 

c 

f){) '15 K=l,2 

T=fJ. 
Y=O. 
l=O. 

- ____ f= l. 
TPHI(ll=O. 
PUll=O. 

----------------

~- C ~A. IN on l nnp PEPFD_R~ING ITERATIONS ______________ _ 
o o 2 1 on 3 I - 1 , 1 J 

c 
! 0028 THETA=D*T*T/?.. 

r- 88~6 ----- C~~~I~~~-rr~r.-----
c _00 31 ___ V4= F'*S I NJPl:LU ______ _ 

0012 V5=V3*V4 
c 

I ~ f.MPLOYING RUNGF-KUTTA METHOJJ o~ __ o_PoE_~ ~To soLvE THE LOOP EQUATIONS 

~ Al=H*Fl(T,Y,Zl 
• 0014 fH=H*GUT,Y,l, 
, 0035 A2=h*FUT+H/2.,V+Al/2.tl+Rl/?.l 

0036 _ __ . ______ BZ=H*Gl(J+H/2. ,Y+Al/2. ,Z+Bl/2.) 
0037 ____ -- A3=H*FUT+H/?~,Y+A2/2.,7+8?/2.) 
001R B3=H*Gl(T+H/2.,Y+A2/2.,Z+R2/2.) 
0039 A4=H*Fl(T+H,Y+A3,Z+B3) 
0040 B4=H*Gl(T+H,V+A3 1 7+B3l 

004 1 Y- Y + ( A 1+ 7 • *A 2 + 2 • *A 3 +A 4 ) /6 • ·-"·~·-·-·----

0042 Z=Z+{Hl+2.*R?+2.*R3+B4)/6. 
0043 T=T+H 

c ·------- - _,.....---------

,j:::,. 

tv 



0044 
c 
c 

CHECK FUR TYE fND OF A !HT 
IF (MOD ( T , N S P B I I 3, 4, 1 

0045 4 CONTlNUF 
0046 J= I /S PP,+ 1. -----·-
0047 D}(J):DHJ 

-- ·- -- -····~---~---

i 0048 TPH11Jl=f1*(l.-l.414*FXD(-WN*T*0.707J*COS(WN*T*0.707-PI/4.)l/WNIWN . c 
---c-·-------r;E~rElffllNC A. RANDOM DIGITAL MODULATING SIGNAl ___________ _ 

c 
0049 ?l=RANO(O) 
0050 IF(ZZ.LT.0.51F=-l. 

IQ1Y51 lF( ZZ .r,E.o. 5JF=I. ·----~-
: c 
i 005 2 ~ CONT INUf 
. 0053 PHIMIN=O. -·-oo '1-4 ~----- ------·--·-PH I MAX=TI*O-:-+E XP ( -D I ) ) /WN/ WN 

0055 WRITE(3,100lPHlMIN,PHIMAX 
00~6 100 FO~MAT(lH,'PHI~IN =',F1.4,lOX, 1 PHlMAX =',F7.4) 
0057 YMIN=l.6*PHIMIN 

orr~~ Y'~ A X= 1. A *PH I MAX ----- -----------------------
0059 C/\LL Nt:WPL Tl2.0,2.0,10.0) 
0060 CALL O~IGJN(O.C,O.Ol 
0061 __ __ __ CALL TSCALE(O.O,H1TS*Tq,8.0) 

~-()062 --------- --CALl-YSCA[tfYMIN,Y~>AAX,t;.O) 

0063 CALL TPLT(Pl,NMAX,?,lO*fK-1)+1) 
00~4 0=10000. 

; 006'; '55 CnNTlNUF 
'1HYtif) Cl'lll NFWO(T(2.tJ,7.-0ilC.Ol 

_____ ,___ --------

. 0067 ChLL ORIGJN(O.O,O.O) 

. 0068 CALL TSCAlF(O.n,RJTS*TR,A.O) 
I 0 0 6 9 cALL y scALE ( y ~ 1 N 'y Nl A X' ". 0) 
·oo70 -· - - C~TLIPLT(IP!-ll,N""t\X,l,-1) 

0071 CAll TAXIS(SPR*TR) 
0072 CALL YAXISfPHIMAX/5.) 
001~ CALL E~OPLT 

. 00 74 Ci'\Il LSTPLT 
I 007'; CALL EXIT 
\ 0076 sTnfl 

0011 fN!) ______ _ 

~ 
w 



APPENDIX C 

FLOW DIAGRAM - GAUSSIAN NOISE AND 

CW INTERFERENCE PRESENT 

Nomenclature for notations used in Appendix C 
(but not defined earlier) 

Bits - Total number of bits considered 

OMIT Number of initial bits omitted as 
transient response of the computer 
model 

IJ - Total number of noise samples 
considered 

NI Number of initial samples omitted 
as transient response 

NUSKIP-Count of the number of cycle-skips 
per every 10 consecutive bits 

NSKIP- Number of cycle-skips 
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Define Eqs. (2-25) 
and (2-26) to be 
solved for y and z 

Define the low
frequency amplitude 
response function of 
the filters LPFl and 
LPF2 

Input: ~~ WL, fh,SPB 
Bits, SNRDB, INRDB, 
OMIT 

Calculate wn, Tb, H, 
SNR, INR, b 

IJ = SPB*Bits 
NI = SPB*OMIT 

f:,f = 10000 

Do 7 II=l,3 

INITIALIZE t,y,z 
0;9,n ,n2 = 0 

INITIAL m(t) = -1 

INITIALIZE ALL SUM
MAT ONS 
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ES 

NUSKIP=NUSKIP+l 

Write "the 
loop is out 

of lock" YES 

NS~IP=NSKIP+l 

Figure 7: Flow Diagram for 
Computer Model -
Gaussian Noise 
Plus cw Interference 
Present 



Yes 

v = 5 

Calculate 2 L:(m(t)-V3 ) 
L: m2 (t) 

Solve for y and z 
using Runge-Kutta 
method of order IV 
with integration 
interval H 

Figure 7 (contd.): 
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Generate another pair 
of Gaussian-noise 
samples n 1 and n 2 

Yes 

mout(t}=l 

RESET NUSKIP=O after 
every 10 Bits 

Flow Diagram for Computer Model -
Gaussian Noise Plus cw Inter
ference Present 
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D 

Select m(t) for the next 
bit from the stored maxi-
mal length pseudo-random 
sequence 

. I 

Generate random phase 
o(0,2n) for the next bit 

E 

3 

CONTINUE 

p = ~(Error)/(Bits-oM~T) E 
MSE = ~(m(t)-v 3 ) 2 /(4*~m2 (t)) 

t 
~mean = ~'}/ (I-NI) 

2 ~r;2 I (I-NI) 2 
(Jr; = - r; mean 

6.f = 6.f - 5000 -, 
7 

CONTINUE 

t 
(END 

Figure 7 (contd.): Flow Diagram for Computer Model -
Gaussian Noise Plus cw Interference 



APPENDIX D 

COMPUTER PROGRAM - GAUSSIAN NOISE 

AND CW INTERFERENCE PRESENT 
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~OR'fRAN-I V--G --CEvf:C-i ~ ~~I~ 'lhTF. = 70112 22/44/00 

( 
c 
c 
c 

CO~PIJTER DPQGP"~ f~q DIGITAL SJUULATION OF COSTAS LOOP OPEPATJO~ 

C C~SF (;F- SIG"!Al CCRPIJDTtO RY GAUSSfhN NCI<;E ~NO CW INTFRFFRENCF 
'-······-·-·-------- -- __ C ...... ------------·- ·-------
000 1 
0102 
0003 

__ 0004 _____ _ 
0005 

·0006 
0001 -
000~ 

c 

P~~l*4 lNR,INRn~,Nl,~? 
OIMFNS!fl"'J F2(31) 
0 I MENS Hl N I J K l ~ ( 1) , J K I .,.N (3 ) 

C !Jf:FINE pq: TWU ST~IJLTAN[(lU<; !lii=FFRENTIAL EQUATICNS OF fiRST-ORDER 
C Df.SCV lB l~lG TH!= C!1STAS LW1D 
C T - T I._,F IN SECrl"Jf1S, Y - ~, Z - DUMMY VAP IABLF INTPOOUCFD 
________ _f LLuY.J.l.='L+2_. * l f T A *W N *V 5 

( 
c 
c 

G 1 ( T, V, 7 ) = WN * ~ "'l * V 5 

OFFI"'JF A."'JJLITlF1F Pf:"SPfJNSf FIJ~CTI(lN UF THE f-ILTERS LPF 1 AND LPF 2 
fnR T~E LOW-fREQUFNCY CC~PCNE~TS CF THE CW INTERFEPENCE 
PR(ntLTAF,N,ALPH~)=l./(l.+(OELTAF/~LPHAl**NJ 
!'!=2 
1\LPHA=5. 3F3 

---- _______ C ... - -----------------·------------·-----c Cn~STANTS ANO PAPAMETfRS nEFINFn 
oooq or=3.1416 
0010 THRFSH=Pl/4. 

r 
C lEtA~ OAMPIN~ rACTOR, Wl- EOUIV~LENT NOfSE eANDWlOTH 
C W~- NATURAL FRFOUfNCV, Wl - INPUT SIGNAL BANDWIDTH 
C F~- HlT-PATF BANDWIDTH, TB- PtRl~n nF AN INPUT RTT 

__ C__ sr~--- GAlJ5SI~N-NUISE SAMPLES TAKEN J)ER_BtT~ BITS-
C TnTAl NUM~ER OF BITS CO~SIDEP~O, H- INTEG~ATION ANO 
C SA~PLING INT~QVAL, SA~PL~ -TOTAL NUMRFR OF SAMPLES 
C F- MUflULATING DJf;fTAL SIGNAL, C~TT- NUMRFR OF INITIAL 

c. C ____ fHTS QMllTED AS TRANSIFNT RES 0 0NSE OF THE MODEL 
c 

,0011 lfTA=0.707 
0012 WL=lOO. 

Jl.Ql) _________ _YI~l ~---~ lEtA.!!ILlll •. + 4. * l E T A** 2 ) 
'!'0014 WI=10COO. 
0015 F~=Wl/?. 

\0016 TH~l./~B 
:. Q 0_1 J-~-- _ _SPB = 20 L---------

,j::>. 

1.0 



0018 NS 0 8=SD~ 
0019 nM[T=200. 
0020 NI=OMIT*SPB 

·~8-'- ~ ---~1+~-~-~6~·-.----
0021 SA~PLE=S~B*AITS 
0024 IJ=SAMPLE 

00~5 

00? l:: •' 
0027 

~'002~ 

c c 
c 

DE Fl~ E-THE- M~X I Mfl L -LENGTH PS FUDO-R AND OM 0 I G IT Al MOCU Li\T 1 NG 
SFQUFNCE nF· +1 1 5 ANf) -1 1 S 
QF!\0(1,20ll(F2(U, l=1,3l) 

_c__ ------- ' " ' ' ------·----· 
C INDUT : SIGNI\L-Tn-Gr\USSIAN-NCISE PGwER RATIO IN DF.CIBfLS 

R[AO(l,104)SN-..I..f)R 
SNP=lO.**fSNROR/10.) 

E CALCULATE THE STANnARn D~VIATlnN OF RANDO~ GAUSSIAN SAMPLING 
C PROCFSSFS Nl ANQ N? 

STOOEV=SORT(SP3/SNR/?.) 
( 
C C~LCULATF ESTIMATFn VALUE nF VAAIANCf(PHT ), HOLCS GOCD AT HIGH SNR'S 

0 0 ? 9 V A R 0 H T = W L I W I * ( 1 • I S N R + 0 • 5 I S N R * * 2 ) _____ _ __________ ... _ __ _ .. ----- [ -.-- .... "' 

0030 
0031 

0032 

00~3 
0014 
0035 
0036 
0017 

100 38. 
l003Q 

C INPUT : INTERFFRENCE-TO-GAUSSIAN-NOlSE POWER RATIC IN DECIBELS 

c 
c 
c 

RF/\0( 1, lC4) IN~08 
IN°::\0_. **_(I NROB/1 O.) 

CALCULATE THF AMPLTTLIDE OF CW J"JTERFF~fNCE 
A= SQR T( HlP I SNQ l 

C: 00 LOOP Ff;R CTFFERP.JT VflllJES OF FRFQUFNCY-:.:T:'fF'5Fr·or-TNTERFFRENCF 
c 

OFLTAF=lOOOO. 
nn 1 I J = 1 , 1 
WOIT[(3,1Ul,SNDQq,srDDEV,l~RQ~,N,ALPH~,OELTAF 
J K l M N ( I I ) = 1 ? '34 5 h 7 H q 
JJKL'-1( J J 1=7~3214~f37 
C=B~IOFLTAF N ALPHA) 

- ----- - -·--nT[T ,\ ~.r:L.* P f * tJ E L T A F 
r 
C I~lTIALIZF THE CONDITION CF THf trOP 
c 

U1 
0 



'0040 .. f=fJ. 
0641 Y=O ' .. 

'0042 Z=O. 
0041 t=-l. 
~an 4-z:.--·----- ---- -·-···--N 1 =D ;· 
'0045 N?=O. 

0046 RIGPHl=O. 
IC047 RI~?~2=0 
· 0 0 4 13 R H~ [ ~< R =0 • 
0049 RTGO=O. 
0050 qJGF2=0. 
00')1 HtGF02=0. 'D 0 52 --·-· . ·------- -·-- . - n F l T~ :l) ;·------ ~--

0053 THFT~=O. 
001)4 NUSKIP=O 
0055 NSKIP=O 

0056 

[ 

c 
c 

M~IN \ UOP PERFO!HHNG ITEP._ftTION<; 
on 1 r = 1,1 J 

----··c·--~~m:rn- SF.ElYRflP 
0057 PHI~THFTA-Y 

. 0058 

00'59 
0060 ·- o o r:, c·- ---- -
006?. 

c 
c 
c 

r 

(HFCK FnR A CYCLE-SKIP 
lf{ABS{P~Il.GE.THRESHlGO TO 11 

r,n TO 12 
11 Cf!NTINU~ 

---IF ( t ~"lF .rnrr,rr·ro 20 
NUSKIP=NUSI<IP+l 

C IF NUI>4RFR llF [YCIT-SKins PEP EVFRY 10 COf\lSECUTIVE BITS .IS GRFATtO 
C THAN s, OECLARF THF LOOP AS REJNG OUT nF LnCK 

Jr(NlJSKJr.1'_;E,?JGfJ TfJ 66 0061 
0061t 
0065 

r--------- ---·--·--· 
·oo6A 

0067 
00613 
0069 

. 0070 

N S K l P = ~S K T""P+ 1 
20 C!lNTINUf= 

c 
C _____ l.~.--C~~E__nf __ c_y_r;_LF-SKIP, RESfT THE CONOITION.Of..._IHE LOOP AS AT TIME 
C T=O, lHIS IS f0UTVALENT TO MANUALLY RESETTING IN AN EXPERIMENT 

r ~~ l =0. 
V=O, 
7=1). 
N l = c I 
N2= 0 • 

c 
JllUl. __________ ~ __ ... ______ GO TO 1 Z "--·--· -~---

U1 
..... 



. 
1
0072 

: 0071 
0074 
0075 
0076. 
0077 

! r 

6A W~ITfLhlO~) 
SHlP 

12 CflNTINlJ~ 
X = 0 E L T A W * T +n f l T A _ _ __ 
V3=(t+N2+B*C*CnStXll*COS(PHIJ-(Nl+R*C*S1N(X)l*SIN{PHil 
V4=(~+N2+B*C*COS(X)l*SIN(PHI)+(Nl+B*C*SIN(X))*COS(PHI) 

i _, 

r on1--a-·------- ______ _c_ --, . _, '} 

~SF nF _ _Q!.l_l_£1Jl__HiROUGH A ll MI TER .. JN THE._Jr\.::-P~""-AS.L.CHANN!:L OF THE LOOP 
1F(V3.G~.o. )V3=1. 

10079 
I 

~OOBQ 
OORl 
OOR? 
0081 
0084 
0085 
OOR6 
0087 
oosq 
0089-

c 

21 
c 

IF(V3.LT.C.)V3=-l. 

v 5 = v 3 * v 4 - - -· 
IF( I .LE.t·.;I }GO TO 21 
~JGPHI=~IGPH[+PHI 
HlGP~2=~1GPH2+DHf*PHI 
Q=V1 

-ni·;F-Q 
BIGQ=RIGQ+CJ . 
Rl~F02=BlGF02+~0*~0 
AIGF2=BIGf2±lF-:-:-(-F}J**Z 
CONTINUE 

C RUNGF-KUTTA M~THOD OF ORD~R IV USEO FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
roog·b~------- ---( ____ A l =-H*F 11 T, Y, l) ----- -
oogl Bl=H*Gl(l,Y,7) 
0092 ~?=H*Fl!T+H/?.,Y+Al/2.,Z+Bl/2.t 
00q3 R?=H*G11T+~/ZL,y+~l/2.,Z+81/2.) 
0094 A3=H*F If T +H/2., Y+A2/2., ?+R2/2.) 
o oq 5 R 3 = H* G l( T +HI?. , Y + fl 21?. , l +A ?.12. t 
6oq6 A4=H*Fl(T+H,Y+A3,Z+91) 
(Jog7___________ B~::__H* Gl ( T Hi.t Y+ A3_1_Z +B3) ...... 
-~d~~ Y=Y+IA1+2.*A2+?.*A3+A4)/6. 
009g 7=Z+(Bl+2.*B2+2.*R3+B4)/6 • 
. 0100 T=T +H 

·-~-----~----- --· ·---------

IQ!Ql 
c 
c -t-E:~E~AfE--SAt~PLES ~OR THF HW PAI\JDOM GAUSSIA~f-PR.(fCESSFS--Nl 

C A L l G AU S S ( I J K ll-1 ( l l } , S T 0 0 f, V , 0 • , N 1 J .. 
C A t L G A US S f J K L rJ N ( J U , S T 0 O_E V,J 0 • , N?. l 

AND N2 

~ ---e-- CHFCK Fr~ THF FNO OF ~·RIT 
IFf MOD( I ,NSPR) )3~4,3 

. --- ---·--- -- -- ..... ·-------
I 
0103 

c 
!0104 4 .CUNTI N.U E 

~--....-,--.;.--- -- V1 
I\) 



'01()5 
0106 
0107 
0108 
OlOq 

r 

J=f LOAT( I l/SPB 
JFIJ.u:.20JIGO rn 22 

- -- - - ~~ f= I ~-1 rJ 0 f- J , 1 D I • E Q • 'J ) N U SKI P = 0 
1 F ( A I GO • L T • 0 • ) F fllJT =- 1. 
I~(BIGO.GE.o.)rouT=l. 

1 c cw~PUTING r"H"tNfH·WE1. nF FPPnRs 
_, 0 110 II-( f • N E. FDlJT P3 I G F f< P: B I Gt: R n i-1. 

0111 
0112 

·0111 
0114 

c 

c 

BIG 'l= 0. 2 2 CCl N TI NtJ E~- --~------- -
J J : ~ [0 ( J + 1 ' 3 1) 
IF ( JJ .EO.O)JJ='H 

vcNr=R~TING A PSEtJ0f1-PANDD~ FINITF-LfNGTH--OtGlfA{-MnhtJtATING SIGNAL 
0115 F=FZ(JJ) 

0116 
0117 

c 
c GENEPATING_!_RA\lnfl~ PHASh OfLTA, I=()R THC CW PHr:RFFPFNCE 

l7=RAN8{0) 
DELTA=2.*PI*7l. 

c 
0118 1 CCJNTI"WF -----------------r-------------------

c Pf - 11JT-FRRn~ PPQAARTLITY, SQt-'FAN - MEf\N-SQIJtRE 
C ERqflR BETWI=fN INPUT f.~D OUTPUT, PHI~ - MEAN OF PHI 
C PHIVAR - VA 0 TANCE nF PHI c ------------- - - ---

Ollq PF:q[GfPP/f8IT~-1MIT) I 0120 50~EhN=~lGFQ2/RTGF2 . 
~0121 PHlM=RIGPHT/(HIT5-n"1IT) , -n I 2T _____________ ---p-f-nv~tr=BTr;"Pt=rzrr'9 r r s- n M I r l -PH I M * * 2 

0121 WRlTE(3,100)PF,S~~F~N,PHJM,PHlVhR,NSKlP 
01?4 WR1Tt:(3,1JO)PF,S()Mfi\N,PHJti,VI\I<PHl,NSKIP 
0125 n~LT~F=1~LTAF-~OOO. 

I012.t, 7 Cf1h.JTPJUF 
0127 ]')0 F!lR"1AT(/lX,'PE='r-S.3,lOX, 1 1VFf.N SQ. [RQ.= 1 ,F9.4,10X,'Mf:AN PHJ= 1 ,F8. 

/"l,lOX,'V~R .• PHJ=' ,Fl2.5,10X, 1 CVCLFS SKIPPED=' ,l3t 
0128 trl FnPM!ITI'l'N'SND'JP. = •,F5.l,lOX, 1 STf). DfVJATIO~---=',F7.4,lOX,'INQ,CS 
--------------~~-~------ --T=';T"'l.l!' :--, ,Il,lOX, 1 1\LDHA = 1 ,Elry.7,10X,' DELTAF =' tfl6.71 
01?9 
C\110 
0111 
011? 
0133 

103 fflRMf\TI//l0X,'TI-1f LOOP IS OUT CF LOCK'/!) 
104 rflRM!IT(F7.?) 
~01 FDqV.AT(F4.11 

•qnp 
EN fJ 

--------- -~- ---------------------- --------------" -·--

U'1 
w 
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